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For Lyn Traill, childhood was scarred by violence and abuse ranging from the emotional to the
physical. But through it all, a shimmering flicker of hope stubbornly refused to be extinguished.
Now she shares her story, told with honesty, pathos, and humor.Lyn’s resilience in the face of
abuse illustrates how life can change dramatically when we are open to becoming better
observers. Her journey travels down some dark pathways before revealing a remarkable
transformation. Here, she shares the strategies that have taken her from victim to victorious.A
major turning point in her life appeared when she discovered ontology, the study of being—what
it means to be human. Ontology focuses on the dynamic interrelationship among three areas of
human existence: the language we use, which creates our reality; the emotions we live in, as our
moods and emotions have a direct bearing on our actions; and the effects of both on our bodies.
The role of the body in sustainable change has been greatly underrated.Are you seeking a way
to untangle and improve your life? By clearing away the dead embers of old flames, you can
ignite the sizzle you may have thought had disappeared. Lyn’s victory is proof that it is never too
late to start sizzling!

"Martha Beck writes like a wizard -- her magic trick is turning people into their true selves. This is
a very smart book, and better yet, a wise one. How nice to change through rueful laughter, not
just tears; through the heart, not just the head."-- Julia Cameron, author of The Artist's
Way"Martha Beck has a rare ability to see the world with wisdom and heart. She is a teacher in
the truest sense of the word."-- Harriet Lerner, author of The Dance of AngerPut the telescope
away; the North Star mentioned here is a human body, not a heavenly one. And like Polaris,
which has guided sailors for centuries, the human body's gut feelings and emotions can help
guide a wayward soul back to his or her "essential self." In this absorbing combination of
detailed self-awareness exercises and true stories from her own counseling experience (equal
parts sobering and hysterically entertaining), Harvard-trained sociologist Martha Beck invites
readers to explore their heart's desires and the vast social webs that keep such desires in check.
The goal is not to forsake the "social self" and indulge every emotional impulse of the "essential
self." Rather, Beck gives readers the tools and the encouragement to achieve maximum
happiness by harmonizing these typically divergent voices.Beck (author of Expecting Adam)
admits that repairing a damaged emotional compass and setting out on such a vital journey--
which often involves painful realizations and changes--"has all the combined attractions of
suicide and childbirth." But the payoff, she concludes, is a love affair with real life. To that end,
she walks readers through a lengthy exercise to evaluate their current lifestyle's pleasures and
pains, teaches the process of listening to the body for directional cues, describes how to extract
"soul shrapnel" (healing all those nasty, self-defeating emotional wounds), and provides an



intriguing "Map of Change" to achieve an authentic life. Beck's impressive knowledge, her
engaging (if somewhat irreverent) voice, and her ability to parse this scary process into
achievable steps make her a new champion in the self-help arena. --Liane Thomas--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"Explorers depend on the North
Star when there are no other landmarks in sight. The same relationship exists between you and
your right life, the ultimate realization of your potential for happiness. I believe that a knowledge
of that perfect life sits inside you just as the North Star sits in its unaltering spot."Martha Beck
has helped hundreds of clients find their own North Star, fulfill their potential, and live more
joyfully. Now, she shares her step-by-step program that will help you take the exhilarating and
frightening journey to your own ideal life. Finding Your Own North Star will teach you how to read
your internal compasses, articulate your core desires, identify and repair the unconscious beliefs
that may be blocking your progress, nurture your intuition, and cultivate your dreams from the
first magical flicker of an idea through the planning and implementation of a more satisfying life.
Martha Beck offers thoroughly tested case studies, questionnaires, exercises, and her own
trademark wit and wisdom to guide you every step of the way. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1The
Disconnected SelfMelvin worked as a middle manager at IBM, and a miserable middle manager
Melvin made. If clinical depression had a phone voice, it would sound just like Melvin's did the
morning he called me to see if I could take him on as a client. He'd been feeling sort of flat and
listless for a while, he said--no big deal, just the past couple of decades. Lately, things had
reached the point where Melvin's work performance and marriage were both showing signs of
strain. He thought the problem might be his job, and for the past month or two he'd been
surreptitiously checking upscale want ads and sending his résumé to friends at other
companies. He'd gotten a few nibbles, but nothing that really interested him. Melvin said all this
in dull but fluent Executese, rich in words like incentivize and satisfice.I decided to give Melvin
the little verbal phone quiz I sometimes use to evaluate potential clients before they spend time
and money in my office. I asked him his age (forty-five), his marital status (separated, no
children), and job history (a Big Blue man since the day he left college). Then we got to the
questions that really interest me."So, Melvin," I said. "When you were a little kid, did you have an
imaginary friend?""Excuse me?" said Melvin.I repeated the question."I really don't remember,"
said Melvin, stiffly."Okay," I said. "Is there anything you do regularly that makes you forget what
time it is?""Time?" Melvin echoed."Yes," I said, "do you ever look up from something you're
doing to find that hours and hours have gone by without your noticing?""Wait," said Melvin. "I
have to write this down.""No, no," I said, "you really don't. Do you laugh more in some situations
than in others?""Listen," said Melvin tensely, "I didn't know I was going to have to answer these
kinds of questions. I thought you could tell me a little about midcareer job changes, that's all. I've
had no time to prepare."I had a mental picture of Melvin calling in the marketing department to
measure his laughter rates and interview family members about his favorite childhood fantasies.
"Melvin," I said, "relax. I don't grade on a curve. Just tell me everything you can remember about



the best meal you ever had in your life."There was a very long silence. Then he said, "I'm sorry,
but I'll have to put together some data and get back to you on these questions. Will next week be
soon enough?"I never heard from Melvin again.Actually, I never heard from Melvin in the first
place--at least not all of him. As a matter of fact, I don't think Melvin had ever heard from all of
Melvin. The conversation I had was with Melvin's "social self," the part of him that had learned to
value the things that were valued by the people around him. This "social self" couldn't tell me
what Melvin loved, enjoyed, or wanted, because it literally didn't know. Those facts did not fall in
its area of experience, let alone expertise. It didn't remember Melvin's preferences or his
childhood, because it had spent years telling him to ignore what he preferred and stop acting like
a child.There was, of course, a part of Melvin that knew the answer to every question I'd asked
him. I call this the "essential self." Melvin's essential self was born a curious, fascinated, playful
little creature, like every healthy baby. After forty-five years, it still contained powerful urges
toward individuality, exploration, spontaneity, and joy. But by repressing these urges for years
and years, Melvin's social self had lost access to them. It was inevitable that Melvin would also
lose his true path, because while his social self was the vehicle carrying him through life, it was
cut off from his essential self, which had all the navigational equipment that pointed toward his
North Star.Melvin was like a ship that had lost its compass or charts. It wasn't just the wrong job
that made him feel so aimless and uninspired; it was the loss of his life's purpose. If Melvin had
become a client, I would have advised him to stay put at IBM until he had learned to consciously
reconnect with his essential self. Then he would have regained the capacity to steer his own
course toward happiness, whether that lay in his present job and marriage or in a completely
different life.Navigational BreakdownI base all my counseling on the premise that each of us has
these two sides: the essential self and the social self. The essential self contains several
sophisticated compasses that continuously point toward your North Star. The social self is the
set of skills that actually carry you toward this goal. Your essential self wants passionately to
become a doctor; the social self struggles through organic chemistry and applies to medical
school. Your essential self yearns for the freedom of nature; your social self buys the right
backpacking equipment. Your essential self falls in love; your social self watches to make sure
the feeling is reciprocal before allowing you to stand underneath your beloved's window singing
serenades.This system functions beautifully as long as the social and essential selves are
communicating freely with each other and working in perfect synchrony. However, not many
people are lucky enough to experience such inner harmony. For reasons we'll discuss in a
moment, the vast majority of us put other people in charge of charting our course through life.
We never even consult our own navigational equipment; instead, we steer our lives according to
the instructions of people who have no idea how to find our North Stars. Naturally, they end up
sending us off course.If your feelings about life in general are fraught with discontent, anxiety,
frustration, anger, boredom, numbness, or despair, your social and essential selves are not in
sync. Life design is the process of reconnecting them. We'll start this process by clearly
articulating the differences between the two selves, and understanding how communication



between them broke down.Getting to Know Your SelvesYour essential self formed before you
were born, and it will remain until you've shuffled off your mortal coil. It's the personality you got
from your genes: your characteristic desires, preferences, emotional reactions, and involuntary
physiological responses, bound together by an overall sense of identity. It would be the same
whether you'd been raised in France, China, or Brazil, by beggars or millionaires. It's the basic
you, stripped of options and special features. It is "essential" in two ways: first, it is the essence
of your personality, and second, you absolutely need it to find your North Star.The social self, on
the other hand, is the part of you that developed in response to pressures from the people
around you, including everyone from your family to your first love to the pope. As the most
socially dependent of mammals, human babies are born knowing that their very survival
depends on the goodwill of the grown-ups around them. Because of this, we're all literally
designed to please others. Your essential self was the part of you that cracked your first baby
smile; your social self noticed how much Mommy loved that smile, and later reproduced it at
exactly the right moment to convince her to lend you the down payment on a condo. You still
have both responses. Sometimes you smile involuntarily, out of amusement or silliness or joy,
but many of your smiles are based purely on social convention.Between birth and this moment,
your social self has picked up a huge variety of skills. It learned to talk, read, dress, dance, drive,
juggle, merge, acquire, cook, yodel, wait in line, share bananas, restrain the urge to bite--
anything that won social approval. Unlike your essential self, which is the same regardless of
culture, your social self was shaped by cultural norms and expectations. If you happen to have
been born into a mafioso family, your social self is probably wary, street-smart, and ruthless. If
you were raised by nuns in the local orphanage, it may be saintly and self-sacrificing. Whatever
you learned to be, you're still learning. Your social self is hard at work, right this minute,
struggling to make sure you're honest and loyal, or sweet and sexy, or tough and macho, or any
other combination of things you believe makes you socially acceptable.The social self is based
on principles that often run contrary to our core desires. Its job is to know when those desires will
upset other people, and to help us override natural inclinations that aren't socially acceptable.
Here are some of the contradictory operational features that, mixed together, comprise the You
we know and love:Your Two Selves: Basis of OperationsBehaviors of the Social Self
Are:Avoidance-based, Conforming, Imitative, Predictable, Planned, HardworkingBehaviors of
the Essential Self Are:Attraction-based,Unique, Inventive, Surprising, Spontaneous, PlayfulAs
you can see, you are definitely an odd couple. Only in very lucky or wise people do the social
and essential selves always agree that they're playing for the same team. For the rest of us,
internal conflict is a way of life. Our two selves do battle against each other, in ways small and
large, every single day.Let's make up some details about the life of Melvin the Middle Manager,
to serve as a hypothetical example. When his alarm clock rings at six a.m., Melvin's essential
self tells him that he needs at least two more hours of sleep; he's been getting less than his body
requires each night for the last several years, and he's chronically exhausted. His social self,
however, reminds him that he's been late to work three times this month, and that the boss is



starting to notice. Melvin gets up.He eats breakfast alone. This floods his essential self with
loneliness for his wife, who moved out last week. For just a minute, Melvin thinks about calling
her, but his social self immediately nixes that idea. For one thing, it's six-thirty in the morning. For
another thing, Melvin's wife is sleeping at her boyfriend's apartment. Melvin barely even notices
his essential self's suggestion that he go after the boyfriend with a baseball bat, because his
social self knows how wrong and futile that would be. Instead, Melvin goes to work.At the office,
Melvin's social self sits quietly through a meeting that bores his essential self almost to death.
The guy next to him is a smarmy twenty-eight-year-old with an MBA from MIT who was recently
promoted right past Melvin. Just looking at this guy makes Melvin's teeth clench. His essential
self wants to squirt ink from his fountain pen onto the little twerp's oxford shirt, but his social self
bars the way yet again. Instead, Melvin's essential self writes a nasty limerick about the MIT
MBA in the margin of his notebook. Then his social self scribbles it out, lest it fall into the Hands
of the Enemy.And so it goes, hour after hour, day after day, week after week. After mediating this
constant struggle for decades, Melvin's inner life is hollow and numb. If you ask him what he's
feeling, he won't have an answer; his social self doesn't know, and it is the only part of Melvin
that is allowed to speak to others. Melvin's social self has kept him in his job, his marriage, and
his life--but only by sending him off his true path. Now everything is falling apart. His sacrifices
seem to have been for nothing. The problem isn't that Melvin's social self is a bad person--in
fact, it's a very good person. It has the horsepower to get Melvin all the way to his North Star. But
only his essential self can tell him where that is.The Disconnected SelfMost of my clients are like
Melvin: responsible citizens who have muzzled their essential selves in order to do what they
believe is the "right thing." There are, of course, people who fail--or refuse--to develop a social
self. They live completely in essential-self world, never accommodating society in any way that
runs contrary to their desires. But I very rarely see anyone like this in my practice. You, for
example, are not one of them.How do I know? Because if you were totally dominated by your
essential self, you wouldn't be reading this. You'd avoid taking advice from any book, even if it
happened to be the only thing available in the prison library. That's where you'd probably have to
read it, because people without social selves generally end up in cages. If we all ignored our
social selves, every neck of the human woods would be another variation on Lord of the Flies;
people would be stabbing each other with forks, looting rest homes, having sexual relations with
twenty-one-year-old interns in the Oval Office, and God knows what else.So I'd lay heavy odds
that you, personally, are heavily identified with your social self. You're reading this because
you're the kind of person who seeks input from other people, people like life-design counselors
and book authors. You're trying to make yourself a better person, and you're pretty darn good at
it. Congratulations. Having a strong social self is a terrific asset. It's allowed you to sustain
relationships, finish school, hold down jobs, and meet a lot of other goals. But if, in spite of all
these achievements, you're feeling like Melvin--discontented and unfulfilled--I can tell you with a
fair degree of certainty that your internal wiring is disconnected. You need to re-establish contact
with your essential self.Paradoxically, if you want to do a really good job at this, you're going to



have to stop thinking about doing a really good job. To find your North Star, you must teach your
social self to relax and back off. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Library JournalBeck owns her own consulting firm, Life Design, Inc., where she redirects "lost"
souls to their true paths in life. This, her third work after Breaking the Cycle of Compulsive
Behavior and Expecting Adam, puts her company's philosophy into print. By combining thought-
provoking exercises with play activities such as visualization, affirmations, and intuition, Beck
here explores readers' inner thoughts on true happiness. She recommends that they set wildly
improbable goals (WIGs) in order to find their personal North Star. This title differs from other
self-help books by specifically defining a four-stage change cycle that happens to all humans
many times during a lifetime. Stage 1, death and rebirth, defines a life-changing event; dreaming
and scheming, the hero's saga, and the promised land follow. Other authors with similar
messages are Judith Orloff, Anna Quindlen, Cheryl Richardson, and Bill O'Hanlon. Beck's
humor, experience, and highly readable style make this a worthwhile purchase for public
libraries. Lisa Wise, Broome Cty. P.L., Binghamton, NYCopyright 2001 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyA
fixed point in the sky that helps mariners stay on course, the North Star emerges as a symbol for
realizing one's true potential in this cheerful and perceptive but too-long book. Though her
navigational metaphors lose force with repetition, Beck's voice is light, down-to-earth and
refreshing. Having found her way on her own journey from academia (she was a professor and
researcher at Harvard Business School) to becoming an author (of Expecting Adam, a warmly
received memoir about the birth of her Down's syndrome baby), Beck currently consults with
clients on redirecting their lives. She teaches that each individual has a core personality that
encompasses one's desires, emotions and preferences, which is sometimes blocked by a social
self that responds to external influences and cultivates survival skills. By far the most fascinating
material is on how to read warnings from the essential self: low energy, lapses into illness,
forgetfulness, addictions, Freudian slips and mood swings. She advises steering toward the
correct path by eliminating negative influences and practicing elaborate self-esteem exercises. A
section on navigating change weighs the book down while suggestions for dealing with serious
emotions like grief and anger are somewhat breezy. In the end, however, the numerous self-
quizzes, exercises and chances to laugh will allow many readers to overlook these weaknesses.
(Mar.)Forecast: Given the success of Expecting Adam and Beck's freelance contributions to
Mademoiselle, Real Simple and Redbook, the author is likely to shine in a constellation of media
venues and has a solid shot at capturing the imaginations of self-help seekers.Copyright 2001
Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About
the AuthorMartha Beck is a writer, life coach, and columnist for O, The Oprah Magazine. She is
the bestselling author of several memoirs and self-help books, including Expecting Adam,
Steering by Starlight, and Finding Your Way in a Wild New World. Martha lives in
California.Karen White has been narrating audiobooks since 1999, with more than two hundred
to her credit. Honored to be included in AudioFile's Best Voices and Speaking of Audiobooks's



Best Romance Audio 2012 and 2013, she is also an Audie Award finalist and has earned
multiple AudioFile Earphones Awards. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Read more
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     Dedicated to my lovely Mick who was my inspiration for Sizzling

PREFACEThis book is for everyone seeking a way to untangle and improve their lives. It’s a book
that will help clear away the dead embers of old flames and to provide the fuel that will ignite the
sizzle that you may have thought had disappeared.It is a biographical life raft that will help you
survive the tides and currents that life inflicts on us later in our quest for happiness and
fulfillment. To this end, at the culmination of each chapter there are guiding charts that will help
you find out where you are now, and how you can get to where you want to be, still Sizzling at
Seventy.The narrative is full of struggle, poverty and abandonment. It is written from the author’s
perspective and others may see it differently. However, in the closing chapters, the book rejoices
in Lyn’s new life of fulfillment and empowerment.I hope to devote the rest of my life to helping
women, and men, reach their true potential as being masters of their own way of being. So if you
think all is lost, just keep the book by your bedside and check the appropriate mood you are in
when you wake. If your mood is not serving you, the book may show you ways to turn on the heat
and start sizzling. It’s never too late to find your ‘fabulous’.Lyn Traill2018

TABLE OF CONTENTSPrologue1. Living in a soup of negativity2. A mother’s legacy3. . . .
and from a father4. Jumping into adolescence5. From the frying pan6. Experiencing



motherhood7. Looking for answers8. Yin and yang9. A body under siege10. The
accident11. Running away?12. No looking back13. Coping with single life14. Getting
hitched15. Stepping into power-almost16. Unforgettable adventures17. The green table18.
 Finding nirvana19.   This sizzling lifeAppendix

PROLOGUEI am a late sizzler! To be honest I didn’t sizzle at twenty, thirty or even forty. There
was a glimmer of a simmer at forty, a noticeable simmering at fifty, but the fruition of the sizzle
only emerged in the last ten years. I’m pleased to declare that it is never too late to start sizzling!
Perhaps I should include an explanation about my use of the word sizzling in this context. The
dictionary explanation is for something really hot; passionate or erotic. This is not quite what I
mean but in the onomatopoeic sense it describes the bursts of joy and activity which have
become the essence of my life.Up until the age of forty I existed for my children and
compromised my identity by trying to please everyone and keep the peace. On my fortieth
birthday, my twelve year old son, Simon, bought me a thoughtful birthday present which, he
explained, I might find useful. It was a book about menopause! I was mortified, but to please
him, I read it and was even more dismayed. There was nothing to look forward to. Life was over,
and now I could expect to become even more invisible! It has been a joyful discovery that, rather
than becoming a menopausal misery, I have found that menopause is actually a beginning, not
an ending, and life can improve immensely. Somebody reminded me of the old saying that life
begins at forty. Was there a possibility that I could break with convention and really begin living? I
was trapped in an abusive marriage and at that time I could see no way out.Although physical
abuse was not frequent, the cruel taunts and constant reminder of my ugliness and lack of
femininity, my absolute inability to serve any positive purpose in life, all served to undermine my
already fragile nervous system. I often reflect that these taunts were worse than any physical
assault and my recent study of neuroscience has certainly backed up my instincts. Dr Leon
Eisenberger was a social psychiatrist and medical educator until his death in 2009. He has
published images that reflect that social and physical pain produce similar brain responses. His
research, along with his peers, has helped me understand the reason why I felt so constantly
battered. Yet I wasn’t ready to give up. There were many moments when I fought with the feeling
of hopelessness; when I perceived that my every step was hampered by heavy boots trudging
through thick mud; when I felt unworthy of any positive changes to the existence in which I was
drowning. What a contrast to the present, and what an amazing journey it has been-the journey
from being a victim to victorious! It is difficult to describe the enormous gratitude I have for my
present state of being. There have been many phases in my journey. Each has brought its own
triumphs and tragedies—and each has brought me closer to understanding the ‘why’.Some of
us, when we are feeling lost, tend to cling to something for support. Some turn to drugs, alcohol,
work, or religion. I did turn to religion at one point in my life and it served me for a number of
years. If I reflect on the benefits, I would say that it gave me purpose and structure. The plus side
was being able to engage in activities which promoted self-growth. The negative side



exacerbated my ever present fear of not being good enough. There came a period when I no
longer wanted to be defined by religion and made a conscious decision to find other avenues for
healing.Once I opened myself up to new experiences, it seemed that new truths would emerge
leading to another layer of myself being revealed and every new experience was useful. In the
back of my head would ring the quote, “When the student is ready, the master will appear”. I
could feel layers of myself being peeled away, similar to an onion.A major turning point in my life
came seven years ago when I discovered Ontology. It is the study of being—what it means to be
human. Ontology focuses on our Way of Being, which is a dynamic interrelationship between
three areas of human existence: the language we use which creates our reality; the emotions we
live in, as our moods and emotions have a direct bearing on our actions; and how these affect
our body. The role of the body in sustainable change has been much underrated.Whilst I have
found many truths in my search for wholeness, my ontological studies have proved to be the
icing on the cake for me and have given me structure and form which has been so beneficial
both personally and professionally. This is why I have chosen to add a relevant ontological
strategy at the conclusion of each chapter. You are invited to choose some aspects of my
ontological journey which may assist you in becoming different observers. We can’t heal what
we don’t see is damaged. Ontology has helped me to have a clearer path to self-
healing.Through my ontological journey I have become a different and more powerful observer.
This has resulted in my being able to shift into realities that provide significantly new and more
effective means for being able to take charge of my life. In some chapters I mention that I often
believed that I was living someone else’s life. I can now write my story as my authentic self and I
offer it in the hope that for some it may strike the right note.The first chapter is about our world of
stories. We are beings who live in stories and our stories provide deep frameworks of meaning.
Bigger stories are called narratives. We are born into narratives—they existed and had a life of
their own before we were even born. They are an important source of our values and beliefs.
Who are we? What sort of person would we like to be? What is possible for us in living a
meaningful and fulfilling life? Our stories and narratives can work for us and against us. When
they do not serve us they can have a debilitating effect. (Excerpts from Coaching to the Human
Soul Vol. 1, Alan Sieler)As I share my story I have included mechanisms that have assisted me
in becoming an author of my own story. I know how easy it is for us to become victims of the
limitations imposed on us by our stories and narratives.In subsequent chapters I have used a
basic moods framework to illustrate how we can generate moods and what strategies can assist
us to make changes to some underlying assessments that may be hindering our potential
wellbeing. In chapter eighteen I have proposed some steps for shifting moods.The frame work
deals with the facts as they are at this moment; the possibility that things could change and the
uncertainty of our future. We look at the aspects of each mood that is generated. The mood we
adopt has a huge bearing on our lives. The opposing moods in the mood framework deal with
Resentment, Resignation and Anxiety.Recently someone asked me where shame fitted into this
framework and I really had to think about it. I believe all of us experience the emotion of shame



at different times of our lives. I acknowledged that shame had been a significant emotion for me
for most of my life. It fits nicely as an overarching mood or emotion in which the moods of
Resentment, Resignation and Anxiety sit.Having lived in both the opposing and accepting
aspects of these moods, I would like to share the difference that being a better observer has
made to my journey.The premise that our language creates our reality is important in the
reflections of this book and I have attempted to explain how some of the language that we use
affects our reality, particularly the assessments and judgements we make. Other aspects of
ontological language are explained in particular chapters.I damaged my back badly as a child
and I suffered quite debilitating illness in my early thirties. It has been exciting for me to have
found a way to support my body so that I am able to do so many things that did not seem
possible in my early life. Recently I had a specialist look at an x-ray of my back and exclaim that I
should be in a wheel chair. I have been told that same thing on many occasions through the
years and it is no accident or matter of luck that I am active today. My spine might be damaged
but I have been able to keep the surrounding muscles strong with exercise. I now use the
practical exercises I learnt in the ontological course which have helped me immensely and have
become a daily routine for me. They are neither arduous nor difficult and have been a positive
boost to my quality of life.Everyone has a free will to choose how they conduct their life.
Occasionally we put up barriers that prevent us from becoming the best that we can be. As you
go through the exercises, observe what barriers may be holding you back. To give you further
insight into some barriers you may have, a checklist is provided in the appendix under the title,
Some Enemies of Learning. Honestly examining this checklist was an eye opener for me and
helped me hone in on the areas that may have been inhibiting my growth.In chapter fifteen I
expand on the mood of Wonder. It has been an important mood for me to develop. Changing my
language from: I wonder what, to I wonder what I will do, has made a big difference to the way I
diffuse anxiety. Wonder questions can generate a more positive mood and because we are
using the word will, they become powerful. Wonder questions: • I wonder what I will do to
improve my life?• I wonder how I will improve the way I go about my work?• I wonder what I will
do to get on better with my family? So now I wonder what you will receive out of reading this
book?

LIVING IN A SOUPOF NEGATIVITYSizzlers are suppressed byselling themselves short.

1LIVING IN A SOUP OF NEGATIVITYFrom an early age I observed that my family and others
around me all had what I term as a forehead furrow, a deep forehead frown inflicted by a
disturbed life and World War II’s collective despair. I remember distinctly one day, out of the
gloom, an angel arrived at our house. The angel was Marcia, a cousin of my mother. I was
transfixed by her face. There it was-the exquisite smoothness of an unfurrowed brow, a pristine
canvas, untouched by the heaviness of existence. I couldn’t peel my eyes away. This was a
phenomenon, something new and wondrous for me. It gave me hope. Having been forever



surrounded by adults whose brows were deeply etched with the crevasse of grief and pain,
heavily engraved on their troubled foreheads, the appearance of this magical being became
imprinted on my mind. I vowed that I would never allow my forehead to become so disfigured.
Has this vow embedded itself in my subconscious, guided me to a half full attitude to life and
enabled me to eventually sizzle? I cannot answer that. It was only as my life unfolded that I
began to understand the stories behind those deep furrows-the story hidden behind the lace
curtains of suburban Melbourne. It was the darkness of the Ruby and Tom story.It was a different
world, in 1941 when many faced an impoverished existence that promoted a feeling of
powerlessness and fear. My family became locked in a cycle of disempowerment and I’m sure
frustration was a common emotion. My parents, Tom and Ruby, had met as missionaries,
promoting their brand of salvation on street corners in the city slums. Religion had given comfort
to Ruby as, emerging from a fractured childhood, she struggled to find her place in this world.
Tom had an initial dilemma when he could not make up his mind whether he loved my mother or
her sister, Alice! I believe that his choice was made for him when Alice made it plain that having
successfully dragged herself out of her tawdry background she was after a bigger fish. She no
longer intended to live in poverty and her quest was later rewarded when she married a fine man
of genteel background with more than adequate means. Sadly, whilst Alice managed to change
her story and become a successful career woman, my mother remained trapped in the narrative
of not being good enough. Her life and intellect were constantly dampened by her feelings of
inadequacy and she never did reach the potential that her intellect may have provided.Nature
played a cruel trick on my mother by providing her with a distinctively large nose. It preceded her
wherever she went. I am sure it seemed more prominent because of her severe demeanor. I
remember an incident when my mother was chairing a meeting at church. My friend and I were
reluctant spectators as a group of women were being subjected to my mother’s confrontational
manner in trying to put her point across. There was tension in the air and my friend was
nervously playing with an elastic band. Suddenly the elastic band sprang free, soared through
the air and landed on the end of my mother’s nose. There was absolute silence as for a brief
moment it dangled there. In other circumstances this would have provided the group with much
amusement but we had to stifle our giggles as my mother was far from amused.She was stocky
in appearance and her rather short legs ended in thick ankles which were always encased in
unflattering shoes. In hindsight I can now appreciate her positive attributes. She had large brown
eyes that could have been immensely attractive had they danced with humour and happiness.
Her dark wavy hair could have framed her face beautifully and possibly lessened the effect of
her nose, however it was often shrouded in hats that did nothing to enhance her looks.It was
only after she passed away at the age of fifty three, that I learned of her early life, which she was
at pains to keep secret from us. Her mother had committed the unpardonable sin of becoming
pregnant, at the age of fifteen, by the local Methodist minister’s son. Her punishment was to be
banished to a solitary room for the remainder of her pregnancy and denied any human contact,
apart from the silent delivery of food, and whatever was necessary for her ablutions. This was to



make amends for her unpardonable sin. It appears that during that time, in place of the pious,
repentant person it was envisioned she should become, she developed an unrelenting
bitterness and spite. A visit to see our grandmother as children was deemed as a punishment
and, on reflection, she seemed to revel in turning members of her family against each other.At
fourteen my mother, who lived in the rural Victorian town of Rutherglen, was sent by train to
Melbourne to find a job. Through a relative she was successful in finding domestic work at a
doctor’s residence. I found this out after her death and only then was I able to comprehend how
someone from her background could be so particular about our manners and deportment. We
were taught correct table manners from an early age and our speech and clothing were always
an ongoing project.As for my father’s early life, there really wasn’t much to tell! I loved my father
with unreasonable passion, I thought he was the most handsome, wonderful man in the whole
world, but that passion was not returned and he became a stranger to me in my later life. I don’t
think I ever knew him. I do know that his mother was warm and loving. His father was a talented
carpenter and a more remote figure who mourned the loss of his wife when she died in her early
fifties. Although he lived until he was ninety, he never married again.In many ways, my father’s
childhood was quite opposite to that of my mother. The results of their unlikely coupling
produced three daughters. My older sister appeared on the scene rather quickly and
unexpectedly, but was happily welcomed into the family. After my birth four years later,
everything had changed. I believe my mother suffered a mental breakdown from which she
never really recovered. My mother’s childhood had perhaps not provided her with the resilience
she needed to cope with some significant family issues. My father could not provide her with the
emotional stability she craved and as her moods became more difficult, he retreated more into
his work life and became a phantom figure in our lives.My mother had four sisters. After Ruby
came Alice. I remember her having the most beautiful hair and a strong, interfering personality.
Then there was Eunice, more timid and often abused. I remember seeing her father kicking her
all the way along his front path. Dorothy came next and will always be remembered for her
premature death. Lastly there was Alma, belligerent, self righteous and the most pugnacious of
all. Each of them had emerged from her childhood with different degrees of damage. I remember
them mostly as difficult and argumentative creatures, except for Dorothy who appeared to be cut
from a different cloth. My older sister, Brenda and I have early memories of her as a warm and
bubbly woman who sang to us as she swished us up and down in our bath. Maybe our memory
has been coloured by the subsequent tragic events. Dorothy became a nurse and devoted
herself to nursing terminally ill patients. The stress of doing this played havoc on her fragile
mental resilience. To complicate matters even more, it appears she fell in love with a man who
neglected to reveal his marital status. He was what was known, with due deference, as the
railway Station Master. As her mental health deteriorated, my father would find her sitting at
various railway stations. Eventually she totally collapsed and spent her remaining few years in a
psychiatric facility. It was as if she had lost all will to survive. She died of a broken heart in a
padded cubicle fitted out to protect those that were labelled insane.I was quite young when she



died and it seemed as if a piece of my mother died with her. I remember hearing her read a
poem that Dorothy had written prior to her death. It hung in my memory and I tried for years to
obtain a copy of it. Just preceding my father’s passing many years later, he took out a round
cake tin which contained some papers belonging to Dorothy. One can only guess at the reason
for his reluctance to share the contents of this ordinary looking cake tin, but at last he allowed
me to read the poem that I had sought for so long. I had built up such expectations of these
words over the years that actually reading the poem again was slightly disappointing, however it
did give me some insight into the trauma that inhabited my lovely aunt’s fragile mind. The poem
began like this: I hung my heart on a black thorn treeFor I was young and gayI feared that love
would follow me
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